Minecraft House Ideas & Awesome Structures (Resource Lists, Step-By-Step Blueprints, Descriptions & Pictures)
"My kids loved the book. They were kept entertained for hours on a long road trip building these structures. The instructions were simple to follow. Thanks." - Wayne

"If you're looking for a great Minecraft guide with multiple builds, this is one of the top I have seen. The directions are detailed and clear, and the builds have a refined look to them. Highly recommended!" - JP

Impress Your Friends With Some Unique Minecraft Structures! With this guide you'll learn how to build six cool structures! - Over 100 Detailed And Refined Pictures To Follow Along With - In-Depth Step-By-Step Instructions And Resource Lists For Every Single Design - Well-Made Designs From A Top Minecraft Builder

The Best-Looking Designs On Kindle Right Now! In this eBook I will teach you how to build a couple of my favorite designs taken from my own builds in Minecraft. I will show you how to build:

- The Bunker (A nice camouflaged shelter perfect for a hillside)
- The Small Fountain (A neat fountain that is easy to make)
- The Large Fountain (A bigger fountain that looks spectacular)
- The Tree House (A beautiful tree house in a huge jungle tree)
- The Watchtower (A medieval-inspired watchtower with nice details)
- The Igloo (A cozy shelter for the snowy biomes of Minecraft)
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Customer Reviews
If you’re looking for a great Minecraft guide with multiple builds, this is one of the top I have seen. The directions are detailed and clear, and the builds have a refined look to them. Highly recommended!

I found all the structures interesting! The fountains where hard but the blueprints were interesting. Overall it was a great book.

It is a great book, overall. The design is good, but confusion struck me when I tried to do the fountains. However, the tree house and the watchtower were creative and interesting. The color coding is nice, and if anybody is wondering, he is using the Faithful 32-by-32 texture pack. I would use the guardtower for a Minecraft community that I go to because we use a creative towny set in medieval times!

This is definitely one of the better books on Minecraft building that I’ve read recently; there are several buildings with detailed instructions including sufficient-quality images, along with designs (with instructions) for a couple of fountains. There’s not as much detail on the interiors of these as in some of his other books, but there’s definitely enough here to make some interesting buildings, and I think enough inspiration to create your own variations.

Finally found a guide in doing my structures for minecraft. The book is very concise, and it will really teach step by step on how each building should be built. The designs are also pretty cool, great job for the author!

I rated 4 stars because this book was expensive for the limited amount of builds. Having stated that, I bought the book anyway because I have bought most of his other books. The attention to detail and accurate and detailed instructions and pictures are what I like most and why I think its worth the price.

I reckon igloos should have a mini tunnel at the front. And I think igloos should not have windows. I think you could use jungle trees instead cobblestone pillars. Yours sincerely Liam Adcock

PS I go under my Mum’s Email address.

I got this book for my Minecraft mad young nephew, and he was amazed. The ticking over of the
imagintaion that the buildings in the book conjoured in his growing mind was awesome to see.
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